
HURLEY v Wraysbury 2nd  Date: 23rd July  
 
Played at Hurley 
 
Innings of Hurley 
 
P Midha c. Amir Ali b. Akhtar 48 

T Singh c. M Cole b. Akhtar 61 

J Patel  b. Akhtar 13 

U Ahmed c. & b. Brown 50 

H Kibble c. J. Cole b. Brown 52 

R Yasin Lbw b. Akhtar 39 

M Nawaz st. Simoes b. Brown 6 

I Ahmed Not out  2 

A Sattar Not out  4 

    

    

  Extras 15 

  Total 290 

  For 7 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

R Brown 9 0 66 3 

I Arshad 9 0 64 0 

N Akhtar 15 3 71 4 

P Ridgeway 12 0 69 0 

Amir Ali 1 0 10 0 



Innings of Hurley 
 
D Simoes c. U Ahmed b. I Ahmed 35 

Abdullah Ali LBW b. I Ahmed 46 

N Akhtar  b. Nawaz 12 

I Arshad c.& b. I Ahmed 2 

P Ridgeway Not out  60 

R Brown c. S Midha b. I Ahmed 15 

M Cole  b. Kibble 19 

K Nothey LBW b. I Ahmed 14 

Y Gul Not out  0 

    

    

  Extras 21 

  Total 224 

  For 7 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

M Nawaz 15 0 70 1 

U Ahmed 7 2 36 0 

I Ahmed 13 2 47 5 

R Yasin 4 0 15 0 

A Sattar 7 2 20 0 

H Kibble 8 3 16 1 

 

Result:  Match Drawn 
 
A brilliant, tenacious innings of 60 from the veteran Phil Ridgeway led a fighting 
display from a weakened Hurley side 
 
A rare summer’s day inevitably had Hurley losing the toss and asked to bake in the 
sun while Wraysbury exploited a fine batting deck and an outfield as quick as a 
Mercedes F1. A long hot afternoon soon spread out ahead as the visitors hit 105 
from the first 16 overs. Pav Midha (48) and Tarangit Singh (61) hit 110 before drinks 
triggered Midha to scoop to short midwicket where Amir Ali pouched a comfortable 
catch off Naeem Akhtar (4-71). Singh survived catches behind and at slip before 
Akhtar had the opener lofting to mid-on. Akhtar bowled Patel to reduce the visitors 
to 135-3. The chance to restrict the visitors was blown away by a 4th wicket stand of 
72 in 10 overs as U Ahmed (50) and Harry Kibble (52) who blitzed the  
bowling as the fielding wilted faster than roadside roses. Ross Brown (3-66) found 
more bounce than a tampon advert to get one to rear up at Kibble who could only 
fend off to short point where Josh Cole took the catch with confidence. Yasin (39) 
and Ahmed continued to prosper with another immense stand of 65 in 6 punishing 
overs. Three quick wickets in 8 balls brought the declaration on 290-7 from 46 overs. 
Kuldeep Nothey’s supreme effort to make it back from Somerset and roast in the sun 



already the worse for wear was much appreciated and a spirit that could be an 
example to the less committed.   
 
Punishment was returned as Dave Simoes (35) and Abdullah Ali (46) handed out an 
untroubled opening stand of 78 in 18 overs. The only way these two would be parted 
was through a questionable lbw and Ali was the unfortunate recipient and Imran 
Ahmed (5-47) the beneficiary. Hurley’s poppadum batting then surfaced as they sunk 
to 99-4 in the space of 6 overs as Arshad lapped loosely back to the bowler and 
Akhtar pulled less convincingly than James May in a nightclub across a straight low 
delivery and was bowled disappointingly, the talisman gone. Phil Ridgeway (60 not) 
then reached into his voluminous locker of experience, determined to smack the one 
lose ball an over square but also dig a defensive wall. Ross Brown (15) looked equally 
determined until the score reached 134 before he attempted a heave and edged 
behind. More experience joined Ridgeway in the ample form of Mike Cole (19) and 
he controlled his more rapacious spirit before exposing his leg stump to Harry Kibble 
(1-16). Ridgeway then shepherded the tail to collect maximum batting and bonus 
points from a draw at 224-7. Nothey’s dismissal was poor reward for his 150 mile 
effort as the umpire’s finger shot up faster than Usain Bolt to cause nervous twitches 
at 217-7 with 2 overs to see out. Hurley survived and there were a few moist eyes at 
the commendable fighting effort. 


